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ALOGIC Matrix 2-in-1 Magnetic Charging Dock - White

Brand : ALOGIC Product code: MSCDDWH

Product name : Matrix 2-in-1 Magnetic Charging Dock -
White

Matrix 2-in-1 Magnetic Charging Dock - White

ALOGIC Matrix 2-in-1 Magnetic Charging Dock - White:

CONNECT TO A CLEAN DESK

With magnetic charging technology, topping up is effortless. Simply snap your device onto the charger’s
surface and it will automatically align your phone with the perfect charging spot.

Portrait Or Landscape

Effort lessly switch between Portrait and Landscape to watch videos,scroll the news or just flick through
TikTok.

Qi Charging cradle

The dock's custom charging cradle makes it easy to align your wireless earbuds case for charging,
although it can charge other devices, such as second phone.

Connect To apple watch

With magnetic charging technology, topping up is effortless. Simply snap your device onto the charger’s
surface and it will automatically align your phone with the perfect charging spot.

Performance

Charger compatibility * Headset, Smartphone
Power source type * USB
USB Type-C ports quantity 1
Wireless charging
Fast charging
Charger type * Indoor

Design

Product colour * White
Plug and Play

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Packaging content

AC adapter included
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